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Religion, economics and the lost of power made the civil war an inevitable one. One of the greatest examples
of this is the relationship between Mr. However, history is one of the most complicated things in the world. A
"sensible, and highly libertarian, solution would have been peaceful construction of two or more smaller
federations" in place of the old Union " Pressly According to this view the central reason for the war was the
secession of the Southern states. Battle of Fort Sumter is considered the first battle that initiated the Civil War
between the Union and the Confederacy. While the abolitionist leaders such as Frederick Douglass " The
North or Union were against slavery, while on the other hand the South or also commonly known the
Confederacy were for slavery. Some would argue that slavery was the principle cause of the war. Events such
as the Missouri Compromise, Kansas Nebraska Act, Dred Scott Decision, and the Election of Abraham
Lincoln resulted in the four yearlong battles between the Northern and Southern states due to social and
economic differences on the idea of slavery. Those two other issues are; economy and geography. The
resulting conflict had turned a separated America into a more united country as the shift from the bloody war
lead to the birth of modern America. Therefore it is obvious that any concessions with regard to slavery would
have been unacceptable to the Southern states, as it would have impacted heavily on their economic
prosperity.. Slavery gave the north cheep raw materials such as cotton. These compromises include the
Missouri Compromise and the Compromise of  The majority of soldiers in the Civil War were white
especially those serving the southern regiments, however African Americans served as well. With that being
said, since many want opposing ideas, the Civil War becomes much evitable From Maine to Minnesota, young
men joined up to preserve the Union. You may also be interested in the following: was world war 1 inevitable
How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Slavery was closely linked and in fact indispensable to the
economy of the South. This rift driven between the two areas gradually increased from one state disagreeing
with the other in policy to an imaginary line drawn, dividing the nation into the North and the South Slavery
was the vital cause of the American Civil War. It was expected to be entered as a slave state. After
Independence, the complexity of the American society grew. This war involved both economic factors with
ideological factors. The North had been more of an industrial economy and the South were all farmers that
required cheap labor. Questions relating to territorial expansion intensified sectional conflict between and 
Critics also point out that even if the Civil War had not been initiated at that time, the situation would have
almost certainly developed into a form of conflict at some later date in the future. They had formed a
government, and dealt with the many problems that came along with that. It claimed the life of thousands of
Americans and animosity that was built up over several years prior to it can be to blame. While the northern
lifestyle revolved around factories: industrialism. The North and South had economic and social differences
causing many disagreements. American Civil war: Wikipedia One the central reasons for the inevitably of the
war was the fact that secession of the south resulted in two separate political and economic entities with very
different labor, economic and ethical views which precluded any federal or negotiated solution. However, the
above point-of-view, while seeming to provide logical and practical reasons against the inevitability thesis, in
actual fact leaves out many of the larger and complicating issues and reasons for the war. In the years after
America won the revolutionary war, the people had to decide what to do with it. You are welcome to use them
to inspire yourself for writing your own term paper. The status of slavery in the area was decided to be by
popular sovereignty. The Civil War was an inevitable conflict which was bound to explode due to the failure
of politics and the North and South's dispute over the issue of slavery. Was it the election of Abraham Lincoln
in November of trigger the desire to secede from the nation? In this territory after the election, the temporary
peace of the Compromise of came to an end. Slavery, however, was one of the main purposes. The central
thesis of this paper is that the historical evidence points to the fact that the civil war was inevitable, given the
particular historical, economic and political situation at the time. Popular sovereignty is the ideal that people
could choose their laws such ideal Lewis Cass first brought up


